Role of energy in oxidative phosphorylation.
This article reviews the current status of information regarding the role of energy in the process of oxidative phosphorylation by mitochondria. The available data suggest that in submitochondrial particles (SMP) energy is utilized for the binding of ADP and Pi and for the release of ATP bound at the catalytic sites of F1-ATPase. The process of ATP synthesis on the surface of F1 from F1-bound ADP and Pi appears to be associated with negligible free energy change. The rate of energy production by the respiratory chain modulates the kinetics of ATP synthesis between a low Km (for ADP and Pi)-low Vmax mode and a high Km-high Vmax mode. The Km extremes for ADP are 2-3 microM and 120-150 microM, and Vmax for ATP synthesis at high rates of energy production by bovine-heart SMP is about 440 S-1 (mole F1)-1 at 30 degrees C, which corresponds to 11 mumol ATP (min.mg of protein)-1. The interaction of dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCCD) or oligomycin at the proteolipid (subunit c) of the membrane sector (F0) of the ATP synthase complex alters the mode of ATP binding at the catalytic sites of F1, probably to one of lower affinity. It has been suggested that protonic energy might be conveyed to the catalytic sites of F1 in an analogous manner, i.e., via conformation changes in the ATP synthase complex initiated by proton-induced alterations in the structure of the DCCD-binding proteolipid. Finally, the relationship between the steady-state membrane potential (delta psi) and the rates of electron transfer and ATP synthesis has been discussed. It has been shown, in agreement with the delocalized chemiosmotic mechanism, that under appropriate conditions delta psi is exquisitely sensitive to changes in the rates of energy production and consumption.